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Abstract

Detecting fine-grained subtle changes among a scene is

critically important in practice. Previous change detec-

tion methods, focusing on detecting large-scale significant

changes, cannot do this well. This paper proposes a feasible

end-to-end approach to this challenging problem. We start

from active camera relocation that quickly relocates cam-

era to nearly the same pose and position of the last time ob-

servation. To guarantee detection sensitivity and accuracy

of minute changes, in an observation, we capture a group

of images under multiple illuminations, which need only

to be roughly aligned to the last time lighting conditions.

Given two times observations, we formulate fine-grained

change detection as a joint optimization problem of three

related factors, i.e., normal-aware lighting difference, cam-

era geometry correction flow, and real scene change mask.

We solve the three factors in a coarse-to-fine manner and

achieve reliable change decision by rank minimization. We

build three real-world datasets to benchmark fine-grained

change detection of misaligned scenes under varied mul-

tiple lighting conditions. Extensive experiments show the

superior performance of our approach over state-of-the-art

change detection methods and its ability to distinguish real

scene changes from false ones caused by lighting variations.

1. Introduction

Change detection is a fundamental low-level vision prob-

lem and is broadly useful in many real-world vision appli-

cations, like video surveillance, tracking, segmentation, and

remote sensing, as a critical preprocessing step [20, 22, 5, 6,

7, 12]. The major challenge of change detection is to sepa-

rate real scene changes from false changes caused by differ-

ent imaging conditions, e.g., suddenly varied lightings and

camera movements. To tackle this problem, most state-of-

the-art change detection methods assume real scene changes
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Figure 1. A real case of fine-grained change detection of a small

Buddha sculpture in the Summer Palace. See text for details.

occur in a relatively large-scale and are salient enough to

transcend detailed changes caused by illumination or cam-

era variations [10, 16, 17, 25, 26, 21].

However, some recent applications, such as high-value

object monitoring, need to accurately discover and locate

fine-grained subtle changes within a scene. For instance,

an essential problem in preventive conservation of cultural

heritage is to detect and measure the tiny changes of cul-

tural relics from two sets of observations within long time

intervals [23, 27].1 Other examples include biomedical di-

1As most important relics are properly protected, their states are usually

very stable, thus their monitoring interval can be as long as a year.
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agnosis and allimportant buildings (e.g., dam) monitoring,

which all requires reliable detection of fine-grained changes

of a scene under not strictly registered cameras and varied

illuminations. Clearly, for such scenarios, state-of-the-art

change detection methods cannot work well.

Fig. 1 shows a real case of status monitoring of a small

golden Buddha sculpture in the Summer Palace. Fig. 1(a)

and (b) are the first- and second-time observations taken at

Dec. 7, 2013 and 2014, respectively. To capture enough

details of the scene, we collected 7 images under 1 environ-

ment lighting (EL) and 6 directional side lightings (DSLs).

The colors and directions of DSLs are also labeled along

with the DSL images. We can see the two observations have

different ELs, and 6 misaligned DSLs (in lighting color, size

and direction). As shown in the ground truth Fig. 1(h), some

fine-grained changes had occurred during one year time,

e.g., a tiny part of gold lacquer in the Buddha’s right arm

had dropped. Fig. 1(c)-(f) are the results of two state-of-

the-art change detection methods, SC SOBS [17, 16] and

SuBSENSE [22], with (labeled as LF) or without the pro-

posed lighting and camera geometry corrections.2 It is ev-

ident that state-of-the-art change detection methods cannot

reliably detect fine-grained changes of a scene, especially

under unregistered camera geometries and varied illumina-

tions. Both their pixel-level F1-measures are lower than 0.1.

Although in Fig. 1(d) and (f), they can obtain better results

when the lighting and camera geometry differences are cor-

rected (with F1-measure 0.1050 for SC SOBS and 0.0771
for SuBSENSE), their detection accuracies to fine-grained

changes are still unacceptable. In contrast, the proposed

approach can satisfactorily locate real scene changes with

pixel-level F1-measure 0.5773, see Fig. 1(g).

The major obstacle of previous successful change detec-

tion methods to detecting fine-grained changes of a scene

lies in two aspects. First, their basic assumption about real

scene changes being both spatially and photometrically sig-

nificant makes them difficult to discover minute and sub-

tle changes. Second, most of them are supposed to han-

dle video data in near real-time speed, thus they generally

cannot tolerate severe illumination and camera variations.

However, in fine-grained change detection for high-value

object status monitoring, accuracy and robustness to both

lighting and camera geometry variations are far more im-

portant than real-time response.

This paper studies this challenging problem and pro-

poses a practical low-cost solution. We start from current

observation data Y collection by active camera relocation

that quickly relocates current camera to nearly the same

camera geometry (i.e., pose and position) of the last time

observation X. To guarantee the detection sensitivity and

2We choose SC SOBS [17] and SuBSENSE [22] as baselines because

they are top-ranking methods on conventional change detection benchmark

dataset [10] and are source code available.

accuracy of fine-grained subtle changes, we capture a group

of images under K + 1 illuminations, including 1 EL and

K varied DSLs, to form one time observation.3 For prac-

tical and low-cost purpose, the EL and multiple DSLs only

need to be roughly aligned to the last time lightings, see

Fig. 1(a)-(b). We formulate fine-grained change detection

from X and Y as a joint optimization problem of three re-

lated factors: normal-aware lighting difference L, camera

geometry correction flow F, and real scene change map C.

We solve the three factors in a coarse-to-fine manner and

achieve reliable change decision by rank minimization. To

benchmark the performance of different methods, we build

three real-world datasets for fine-grained change detection

under not strictly registered cameras and misaligned multi-

ple lighting conditions. Experiments validate the superior-

ity of our approach over state-of-the-art methods.

2. Related Work

Change detection. Our work is closely related to tra-

ditional change detection that usually acts as an important

preprocessing step for many high-level vision applications,

such as video surveillance [16], urban environment moni-

toring [25, 26, 21], remote sensing [30, 9], and automatic

driving [4]. A recent survey [20] systematically summa-

rizes state-of-the-art processing steps and decision rules in

change detection. CDNet provides a realistic large-scale

benchmark video dataset [10] and has maintained an ac-

tive rank list of change detection algorithms. On CDNet,

background modeling is one of the most successful strategy,

based on which many recent algorithms are proposed, such

as SOBS [16], SC SOBS [17], SuBSENSE [22]. Other no-

table recent developments include 3D voxel based change

detection [19, 3] and city-scale structural change detection

using multiple panoramic images together with 3D depth

data [25, 26, 21]. To tackle illumination variations and cam-

era movements, state-of-the-art methods focus on detecting

spatially and photometrically salient changes and implic-

itly (or explicitly) treat small subtle changes as noises [20].

However, this basic assumption highly limits their ability

to fine-grained change detection that may occur at smaller

scale and be photometrically less significant (see Fig. 1). In

this paper, we show that low-rank analysis [28, 15, 13] can

be used to decompose sparse changes from multiple images.

Color constancy. In change detection, fast color con-

stancy is widely used to correct lighting variations. Readers

can refer to [8] for a survey of state-of-the-art color con-

stancy methods. Due to the real-time speed requirement,

most change detection methods can only afford to use sim-

3Another possible way is to capture multiple images from different

viewpoints, based on which to detect changes in 3D structure and appear-

ance [19, 3]. But, explicit/implicit 3D model based change detection is

either too restrictive to handle varied illuminations and camera geome-

try [19] or not reliable enough to discover pixel-level minute changes [3].
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Figure 2. Working flow of the proposed fine-grained change detection approach. See text for details.

ple static color constancy processing, which restrains their

ability to tolerate frequent and severe illumination vari-

ances. Besides, intrinsic image can be used to correct dif-

ferent lightings of a same scene [31, 18, 2]. Recently, in-

trinsic decomposition has been further extended to multiple

components, including shape, normal, illumination and re-

flectance, from single or multiple images [1, 11]. However,

these recent developments either require sophisticated opti-

mization or multiple images capturing under dense lighting

conditions, which make them not directly applicable to low-

cost end-to-end fine-grained change detection.

Geometry correction. Geometry correction is another

indispensable part in robust change detection. Typical

methods include similarity, affine, or projective transfor-

mations for rigid scenes [20]. For non-rigid and dynamic

scenes, optic flow can be used to correct misaligned camera

geometries [24, 29]. Our approach extends SIFT flow [14]

by considering multi-lighting constraints.

3. Fine-Grained Change Detection

Our major objective is to accurately discover and locate

fine-grained changes occurring within high-value scenes,

e.g., the cultural relic in Fig. 1. The working flow of our

approach is shown in Fig. 2, which provides an end-to-end

solution to fine-grained change detection. To guarantee de-

tection sensitivity and accuracy, we start from active camera

relocation to collect reliable observation data with slightly

misaligned camera geometries and varied multiple illumi-

nations. We then iteratively optimize normal-aware lighting

difference L, camera geometry correction flow F and real

scene change map C in a coarse-to-fine manner.

P0

P1

P2

P3

Pn

.
.

.

R :Indicative Rectangleb

R :Navigation Rectangler

Figure 3. Illustration of active camera relocation.

3.1. Active camera relocation

Our first step is active camera relocation. Given last time

observation matrix X = [xEL,xDSL1
, · · · ,xDSLK

] that is

composed of 1 environment lighting (EL) image xEL and

K directional side lighting (DSL) images xDSLk
(1 ≤ k ≤

K), we first relocate current camera to nearly the same pose

and position of the last time observation. We then collect

current observation matrix Y = [yEL,yDSL1
, · · · ,yDSLK

]
by roughly aligning current multiple DSLs to last time ones,

e.g., to setup DSLs in a clockwise order around the object of

interest to cast shadow in roughly similar directions. Note,

in observation matrices X and Y, the captured images are

arranged as column vectors. Instead of directly using ex-

pensive 3D scanner data, in an observation, we use multiple

images under varied illuminations to capture the rich 3D

structural information by a practical and low-cost way.
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As illustrated by Fig. 3, our camera relocation strategy

is pretty simple. We first initialize current camera to a rea-

sonable position to cover large enough area that embraces

the real target region. Let Ic indicate present image taken

at current camera pose and position. During the relocation

process, we actively maintain a blue indicative rectangle Rb

lying the center of Ic and a red navigation rectangle Rr that

encodes the relative geometry difference between current

camera pose and position to the target state. Specifically,

Rr = HRb, where H is the homography matrix calculated

from Ic and xEL. Guided by the indicative and navigation

rectangles Rb and Rr, we just need to dynamically adjust

camera’s pose and position to make Rr coincide with Rb.

3.2. L and F initialization

Given current observation Y, we first conduct global lin-

ear color constancy to the last time observation X. Specifi-

cally, for images xi and yi (i = 0 representing EL images,

1 ≤ i ≤ K indicating DSL images), we derive a global

linear photometric correction matrix Âi (3 × 3) and a bias

vector b̂i (3× 1) by

[Âi, b̂i] = arg min
Ai,bi

‖Aix̃i + bi − ỹi‖2F , (1)

where x̃i and ỹi denote the RGB colors of matched SIFT

feature points in xi and yi, respectively. Note, Eq. (1) is

indeed a quasi canonical illumination model [8] and can be

efficiently solved in closed form.

After global photometric correction, we can approxi-

mately register last time observation X to current observa-

tion Y using multi-lights flow estimation presented in next

subsection, thus yielding XF.

3.3. Normalaware lighting correction

We then conduct more accurate normal-aware lighting

correction. Our method is based on the Lambertian re-

flectance model, i.e., Ip =
∫
〈np, ω〉ρpL(ω)dω, where Ip,

np and ρp represent the color, normal and albedo of pixel

p, respectively, and L(ω) is the spherical lighting function.

Hence, we can add a “virtual” light Lv(·) to XF to correct

its lighting differences to current observation Y,

xLFp =
∫
〈np, ω〉ρp(L

x(ω) + Lv(ω))dω,
= xFp + Lv

p = yp,
(2)

where xLFp is the corrected color of pixel p and Lv
p is the

color increment caused by the virtual light. Therefore, to

equalize the illumination differences between X and Y, we

need to minimize the following objective function:

Li = argmin
Lv

∑
p(x

i
Fp + Lv

p − yi
p)

2 exp(−
Cp

σ
),

+α
∑

p∼q wpq(L
v
p − Lv

q)
2,

(3)

where Li is the spatially variant illumination difference for

the i-th lighting of X and Y. Note, as shown in Eq. (2),

Li
p is related to the normal of pixel p. In Eq. (3), the ob-

jective function is composed of two parts. The first part en-

courages the photometric consistency between xi
F and yi.

exp(−
Cp

σ
) is the change switch term, where 0 ≤ Cp ≤ 1

is the change likelihood of pixel p. If Cp is close to 1, the

first term is disabled. The second term encourages spatial

smoothness of the virtual light, where wpq represents the

normal similarity of pixel p and q, p ∼ q indicates pixels p

and q are neighbors. In our experiments, we measure wpq

as shading closeness of p and q, which can be conveniently

obtained by dividing per-pixel color with the approximate

reflectance, i.e., chromaticity [31]. α and σ are parame-

ters that control the influence of second term and pixel-level

change likelihood Cp, respectively. Note, Eq. (3) defines a

sparse unconstrained quadratic minimization problem that

can also be efficiently solved in closed form.

3.4. Camera geometry correction

With normal-aware lighting difference Li, we can obtain

a new lighting corrected last time observation, denoted as

XL. From this, we can further refine the camera geometry

correction flow F by taking all illuminations of XL and Y

into account. Specifically, we extend the SIFT flow frame-

work [14] by revising its energy into the following form:

E(F) =
∑

i,p

‖xi
L(p+ Fp)− yi(p)‖1 exp(−

Cp

σ
)

+β
∑

p ‖Fp‖
2
2

+
∑

p∼q min(γ‖Fp − Fq‖1, d),

(4)

where exp(−
Cp

σ
) is the change switch term with the same

role in Eq. (3). Note, the new energy Eq. (4) can also be ef-

fectively minimized using the two-layer BP algorithm [14].

Since we focus on rigid scenes, we find that, in most

cases, F can be faithfully initialized by the homography ma-

trix H obtained by the stage of active camera relocation.

3.5. Lowrank change detection

Let XLF denote the lighting and camera geometry cor-

rected last time observation images. For each particular illu-

mination condition i, we have Oi = [Xi
LF,Y

i] by stacking

Xi
LF and Yi into a two-columns matrix. We further stack

Oi together to get O. Since all corresponding lighting con-

ditions and camera geometries are aligned by L and F, we

have the following program to detect fine-grained changes

argmin
Z,E

‖Z‖∗ + λ‖E‖1 + κ‖TE‖2F ,

s.t. O = Z+E,
(5)

where O ∈ R3N×2(K+1) is the spatially and photometri-

cally aligned two times observation images, N is the num-

ber of pixel of an image, K + 1 is the number of illu-

minations, Z represents the unchanged parts and E indi-

cates the sparse changes between XLF and Y. Matrix
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T = diag(A,A,A) encodes the pixel-level neighboring

relations, i.e., for two neighboring pixels p and q, App =
Aqq = 1 and Apq = Aqp = −1. The third term of Eq. (5)

encourages spatially smoothness of the change components.

By introducing an auxiliary variable J, the problem can be

transformed to

argminZ,E ‖Z‖∗ + λ‖J‖1 + κ‖TE‖2F ,
+Φ(Y1,O− Z−E)
+Φ(Y2,J−E),

(6)

where Y1 and Y2 are augmented Lagrange multipliers,

Φ(Y,Z) = µ
2 ‖Y‖2F + 〈Y,Z〉 is augmented Lagrange con-

straint function [15]. We solve Eq. (6) by iteratively opti-

mizing Z, E and J using the Augmented Lagrange Mul-

tiplier (ALM) algorithm [13, 15]. From E, we derive the

change likelihood map C by averaging all change compo-

nents derived from multiple lighting conditions.

3.6. Coarsetofine optimization and final decision

As shown in Fig. 2, we conduct the optimization of L,

F and C in 3 ∼ 5 rounds to converge. Moreover, for the

purpose of acceleration and reliable multiscale change de-

tection, we implement our iterative optimization within a

coarse-to-fine scheme. Specifically, the camera geometry

correction flow F and change likelihood map C at level

l − 1 are propagated to level l through upsampling to gen-

erate the lighting correction difference L at finer scale. Em-

pirically, changes detected in coarse level have lower false

alarm, while changes derived from finer levels tend to have

lower false negative. Hence, we obtain the overall change

likelihood Call by averaging the change likelihood maps of

all scales. As shown in our experiments, the final change

decision can be obtained by simply thresholding Call. To

get reliable change decision, for each pixel, we further use

a local 7×7 window to collect its change likelihood feature

and make the final change decision via a linear SVM, which

actually acts as rotation-involved thresholding.

Table 1. Average performance on the Summer Palace dataset Dp.
Method F1 Re Pr Sp FRR FNR PWC

SC SOBS A 0.03 0.90 0.01 0.09 0.91 0.10 89.80

SC SOBS M 0.02 0.97 0.01 0.03 0.97 0.03 96.21

SC SOBS LFA 0.11 0.34 0.06 0.95 0.05 0.66 5.62

SC SOBS LFM 0.16 0.20 0.14 0.99 0.01 0.80 1.92

SubSENSE A 0.02 0.55 0.02 0.60 0.40 0.45 39.41

SubSENSE M 0.02 0.93 0.01 0.20 0.80 0.07 78.85

SubSENSE LFA 0.08 0.04 0.05 0.99 0.01 0.96 1.81

SubSENSE LFM 0.07 0.22 0.04 0.95 0.05 0.78 5.85

Ours (D&T) 0.34 0.28 0.52 1.00 0.00 0.72 0.92

Ours (SVM) 0.51 0.53 0.47 0.99 0.01 0.47 1.02

4. Experimental Results

4.1. Datasets

We have built 3 real-world datasets to benchmark fine-

grained change detection of misaligned scenes under varied

Table 2. Average results on mural briquettes dataset Db.
Method F1 Re Pr Sp FRR FNR PWC

SC SOBS A 0.03 0.31 0.02 0.69 0.31 0.69 31.52

SC SOBS M 0.03 0.36 0.02 0.65 0.35 0.64 35.07

SC SOBS LFA 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.99 0.01 0.98 1.99

SC SOBS LFM 0.09 0.08 0.14 0.99 0.01 0.92 2.01

SubSENSE A 0.24 0.50 0.31 0.72 0.28 0.50 28.32

SubSENSE M 0.23 0.67 0.19 0.66 0.34 0.33 34.01

SubSENSE LFA 0.06 0.03 0.26 1.00 0.00 0.97 1.43

SubSENSE LFM 0.28 0.21 0.50 0.99 0.01 0.79 1.62

Ours (D&T) 0.45 0.40 0.56 1.00 0.00 0.60 1.23

Ours (SVM) 0.53 0.62 0.48 0.99 0.01 0.38 1.41

Table 3. Average results on statue dataset Ds.
Method F1 Re Pr Sp FRR FNR PWC

SC SOBS A 0.01 0.59 0.00 0.78 0.22 0.41 22.29

SC SOBS M 0.01 0.66 0.00 0.73 0.27 0.34 27.41

SC SOBS LFA 0.19 0.34 0.14 1.00 0.00 0.66 0.31

SC SOBS LFM 0.27 0.44 0.19 1.00 0.00 0.56 0.24

SubSENSE A 0.02 0.83 0.01 0.88 0.12 0.17 12.13

SubSENSE M 0.01 0.98 0.00 0.66 0.34 0.02 34.28

SubSENSE LFA 0.27 0.28 0.34 0.99 0.01 0.72 1.57

SubSENSE LFM 0.12 0.77 0.07 0.95 0.05 0.23 5.37

Ours (D&T) 0.53 0.78 0.43 1.00 0.00 0.22 0.28

Ours (SVM) 0.51 0.86 0.39 1.00 0.00 0.14 0.29

Table 4. Average F1-measure with different coarse-to-fine scales.
Dataset 1 Level 2 Levels 3 Levels

Dp 0.3595 0.4476 0.5134

Db 0.3907 0.4897 0.5254

Ds 0.4236 0.6737 0.5118

illuminations.4 The first dataset (Dp) contains two outdoor

scenes in the Summer Palace. Each scene was observed

twice with one year time interval. Since the scenes are out-

door and observations are taken with very long time inter-

val, we can see the lighting conditions are highly different.

The camera geometry (position and pose) was relocated by

active camera relocation introduced in section 3.1. For each

time data collection, we captured 7 images under 7 different

illuminations, including one environment lighting (EL) and

six directional side lightings (DSLs). The six DSLs were

roughly aligned to their corresponding directions of the last-

time observation, but the tone and intensity were quite dif-

ferent. Two groups of images for different scenes are named

Dp-1 and Dp-2, respectively. The second dataset (Db) in-

clude 10 groups of images of laboratory testing blocks for

the ageing simulation tests of mural deteriorations. Similar

to dataset Dp, all testing blocks were observed at 7 differ-

ent illuminations (1 EL, 6 DSLs). Since Db was taken in

lab, the illuminations (both direction and intensity), camera

pose and position were well controlled. As a result, the illu-

mination and camera geometry variances are less apparent

than dataset Dp. But, the changes occurred very fast at fine-

grained scale. These images are grouped as Db-1 to Db-10

according to different mural briquettes. The third dataset

(Ds) are collected from 4 different statues. Similar to Dp

and Db, each scene in dataset Ds was observed at 7 differ-

ent illuminations (1 EL, 6 DSLs). For each statue, artificial

4Both the datasets and the code of our approach are avail-

able online: http://cs.tju.edu.cn/szdw/jsfjs/fengwei/

papers/fcd_ICCV2015/fcd_iccv15.htm.
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Figure 4. ROC curves of datasets Dp (a), Db (b), and Ds (c).

little damage of the statues were purposely created to cause

the fine-grained changes between two times observations.

They are named Ds-1 to Ds-4, respectively.
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Figure 5. Fine-grained change detection on multiple illuminations.

4.2. Setup

We choose two state-of-the-art change detection meth-

ods as our baselines, i.e., SC SOBS [17] and SuB-

SENSE [22], both of which report very good results in the

benchmark CDNet Challenge 2012 and 2014 [10]. Since

we have multiple illuminations images in one-time obser-

vation, to fairly evaluate the baseline methods, we tried two

fusion strategies: 1) feeding baseline methods with a two-

frame video composed of the average illumination images,

and getting one change decision as result (indicated by A

at the end of method name, e.g., SC SOBS A); 2) feeding

baseline methods with 7 two-frame videos, corresponding

to 7 different illuminations, and use the average change de-

tection map as final change decision (denoted by M at the

end of method name, e.g., SuBSENSE M). Considering the

existence of lighting and camera geometry variations in our

datasets, we further conduct lighting correction and opti-

cal flow compensation using the proposed method on the

image groups before sending them to the baseline methods

(marked with LF, e.g., SC SOBS LF). Therefore, we totally

have 8 baseline methods in our evaluation.

To verify the effect of linear SVM in our final change de-

cision, we compared our method using linear SVM (marked

by SVM) and simple “difference + thresholding” as the final

change decision strategy (marked by D&T). Specifically,

the simple “difference + thresholding” uses change likeli-

hood map Call as input and thresholds it to get the final

change decision. In our experiments, we chose Dp-1, Db-

1, and Ds-4 to form a training set and trained a single linear

SVM model for all datasets. When training the simple “dif-

ference + thresholding” strategy, we used the same training

set, but trained different thresholds at each datasets respec-

tively, according to the best F1-measure.

Our method has three types of parameters. The first part

is the lighting correction parameters, α and σ, as shown in

Eq. (3). Since in different datasets the lighting differences

are different, the lighting correction parameters α and σ are

dataset-related. For dataset Dp, σ = 0.033 and α = 1; for

Db, σ = 0.0125 and α is between 3 and 10; for Ds, σ =
0.0125 and α = 10. The second part is camera geometry

correction parameters. We just used the default parameters

of single image SIFT Flow [14]. The third part is change

detection parameters λ and κ in Eq. (5). λ is fixed as 0.006
at the coarsest level and scaled by 0.5 at each finer level. We

used 3 levels pyramid in our experiments. κ is fixed as 0.01
for all datasets. For methods SC SOBS and SuBSENSE,

we have tried a series of reasonable parameters, and used

the best one (measured by F1-measure) in our evaluation.

Following [10], we compared 7 metrics for quantitative

evaluation, including F1-measure (F1), recall (Re), preci-

sion (Pr), specificity (Sp), false positive rate (FRR), false

negative rate (FNR) and percentage of wrong classifications

(PWC). In the next, we comprehensively compare the pro-

posed approach to state-of-the-art baselines in terms of the

7 metrics on three benchmark datasets.

4.3. Quantitative comparison

The average quantitative performance of different meth-

ods on three benchmark datasets are shown in Table 1, 2
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Last Time
Observation

Current
Observation

SC_SOBS
M

SC_SOBS
LFM

SuBSENSE
A

SuBSENSE
LFM

Ours SVM Ground
Truth

Ours D&T

F1 0.0000=F1 0.0093= F1 0.1741= F1 0.0357= F1 0.4112= F1 0.5773=

F1 0.0163= F1 0.0000= F1 0.0032= F1 0.0462= F1 0.4149= F1 0.3878=

F1 0.0059=F1 0.0125= F1 0.1241= F1 0.3330= F1 0 4200= .

F1 0.4987=F1 0.0502= F1 0.0118= F1 0.4716= F1 0.5961= F1 0.7071=

F1 0.7186=F1 0.1238= F1 0.2126= F1 0.6338= F1 0.5463= F1 0.7378=

F1 0.4560=F1 0.0049= F1 0.0000= F1 0.4725= F1 0.5567= F1 0.6215=

F1 0.0149=F1 0.0088= F1 0.4964= F1 0.2610= F1 0 4748= . F1 0.5237=

F1 0.0264=F1 0.0019+= F1 0.0028= F1 0.1112= F1 0 8720= . F1 0.8393=

F1 0.0140=F1 0.0080= F1 0.0000= F1 0.0119= F1 0.2537= F1 0.3189=

F1 0.0303= F1 0.1538= F1 0.0462= F1 0.1041= F1 0.2634= F1 0.4496=

F1 0.0389= F1 0.1592= F1 0.0446= F1 0.0500= F1 0.2641= F1 0.4702=

F1 0 0000= .

Figure 6. Visual comparison of fine-grained change detection.
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and 3. We can clearly see that our method achieves high-

est F1-measure and low PWC error simultaneously. We

also note that using linear SVM as the final change decision

strategy produces apparently higher F1-measure than using

D&T in datasets Dp, Db, and is comparable in dataset Ds.

Note, in our evaluation, we use pixel-level F1-measure that

is a very strict criterion. As show in the last three columns of

Fig. 6, change detection with pixel-level F1-measure higher

than 0.4 is visually pretty close to the ground truth. By tak-

ing illumination and camera geometry compensation into

account, the extended baseline methods (denoted as LF)

can generally produce higher precision in most cases, and

reduce FRR, PWC values significantly.

We compare the average ROC curves in Fig. 4. Since

we need per-pixel soft change likelihood (e.g., the change

decision likelihood of linear SVM) and SC SOBS only pro-

duces hard decision value, we cannot generate ROC curves

for SC SOBS and its extensions. Hence, in Fig. 4, we only

show the ROC curves of our method (SVM and D&T), SuB-

SENSE and its extended versions. For SuBSENSE, we use

#{dist(It(x),Bn(x)) < R, ∀n} as the change decision

score [22]. From Fig. 4 (a), (b) and (c), we can also see fact

that our method clearly outperforms state-of-the-art SuB-

SENSE algorithm and its extensions.

The average speed of handling 720 × 515 images by

different methods is as following: SC SOBS A 2.14s,

SC SOBS M 14.5s, SC SOBS LFA 595.4s, SC SOBS LFM

607.3s, SubSENSE A 6.52s, SubSENSE M 46.36s, Sub-

SENSE LFA 601.3s, SubSENSE LFM 639.5s, Ours (D&T)

593.6s, Ours (SVM) 594.3s. As we argued in section 1, for

fine-grained change detection, accuracy and robustness to

both lighting and camera geometry variations are far more

important than real-time response. Most of our time cost is

in the coarse-to-fine optimization. For LF extended meth-

ods, time used for lighting correction and camera geometry

correction are included.

4.4. More results

To verify the effectiveness of coarse-to-fine optimiza-

tion, Table 4 compares the average F1-measure of increas-

ing number of levels used in our method on three datasets.

We can clearly see that using 2 and 3 levels gives much bet-

ter results than single level, and most results of using 3 lev-

els are better than using 2 levels. The benefits of multiscale

change detection are two-folds: 1) coarser level change de-

tection tends to produce lower false alarm, while finer level

tends to generate lower false negative, so multiscale detec-

tion may have higher overall performance; 2) using multi-

scale change detection is faster than finest scale detection

with same number of optimization rounds.

To testify the role of multiple illuminations in fine-

grained change detection via capturing rich fine-scale struc-

tural information of a scene, we compare the change de-

tection performance of our approach by using increasing

number of illuminations in Fig. 5. In this experiment, the

illumination number ranges from 1 to 7. For each illumina-

tion number, we randomly select 7 testing cases to do fine-

grained changes and calculate the average of F1-measure.

We chose four images from the three datasets, Dp-1, Db-1,

Db-8 and Ds-4, as the testing data to carry on this exper-

iment. Fig. 5 compares the fine-grained change detection

results with increasing number of illuminations for the four

testing images, respectively. From Fig. 5, we can clearly see

the benefit of multiple lightings to the performance. This

is because multiple illuminations provide more information

about the 3D structure of a scene. Hence, using multi-

ple lightings is certainly helpful to do better fine-grained

change detection. Generally, the more the number of illu-

minations, the better the performance.

Fig. 6 shows more change detection results for two

scenes in Dp, six mural briquettes in Db and three stat-

ues in Ds. Since there are multiple illumination images, we

select images with similar DSL illumination for illustration.

It is clear that SC SOBS and SuSENSE produce rather poor

fine change detection results. On the other hand, our method

is able to generate satisfactory change detection results that

are visually quite similar to ground truth.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a low-cost active ap-

proach to fine-grained change detection for high-value ob-

ject state monitoring. The major contributions of this

work are three-folds. First, unlike previous change detec-

tion methods that focus on detecting large-scale significant

changes, our approach provides a feasible end-to-end so-

lution to this challenging problem, which covers both ac-

tive observation data collection and reliable fine-grained

change detection. We particularly show how to use coarse-

to-fine optimization and low-rank analysis to achieve high-

quality change decisions. Second, we build three real-

world datasets to benchmark this broadly interesting prob-

lem. Third, our approach can also be used to accurately

reconstruct pixel-level correspondence under illumination

and camera geometry variations, thus is widely applicable

to many vision tasks, such as temporal 3D model recon-

struction with 3D point correspondence. In near future, we

plan to incorporate more physical constraints, such as scene

normal and albedo priors, into our model, and to study par-

allel optimization algorithms to further accelerate the detec-

tion speed. We are also interested in detecting and measur-

ing fine-grained change trends from multiple observations.
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